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MEBL disappoints with miniscule growth in earnings…  |SELL| 

Meezan Bank dipatched its results for CY12 with a minor growth in earnings i.e. 3% depicting by PAT of 
Rs.3.3bn(EPS:Rs.3.75/sh) in CY11 in contrast to tally PAT of Rs.3.5bn(EPS:Rs.3.88/sh) in CY12.  The company 
also announced 11% bonus and declared no dividend this year. However, the company has already announced 
dividend in 1HCY12 but it could have declared a token dividend in full year period in contrast to asset growth. 

 

Poor Growth in Core & Non-Core Income…  
Overall, MEBL recorded 12% growth in core income and which is less than the average phenomenal growth  in 
last periods dure to tight credit policy adopted. This also validates the criticism on Islamic banks that they are 
not rolling money in the economy which could be illustrated by the fact that the growth in deposits over CY11-
12 i.e. 22% is not rolling over in advances which has been declined by 5% (based on 9MCY12 compared with 
CY11 figures). However, deposits are not seemed to shuffle into investments side as well which could be 
illustrated in Table 1.1. 

 Valuation 

MEBL yields a P/E of 7.2x & PBV of 1.7x (which is higher than other conventional bank). Other Islamic bank 
i.e BIPL which is yielding 8.8x & PBV 0.8x. However, based on high PBV we recommend SELL in MEBL.  


